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Old problems,
modern solutions.
Mermaid Panels 
are the stunning 
contemporary 
way to finish your 
bathroom.
We have poured all our design expertise into 
our 2021/2022 collection. Our largest ever range 
of panels and flooring, with a decor perfect for 
any bathroom.

Our Brilliance range of panels is available 
in two different finishes, gloss and a more 
subtle matt effect. Elite are our premium, next 
generation bathroom panels. As no trims are 
required with Elite, you can create a completely 
seamless finish.

With either range, you can have peace of mind 
with Mermaid bathroom panels. We offer none 
of the stress of tiles with no unsightly grouting, 
all the while giving you more design flexibility 
and a 15 year guarantee.

BRILLIANCE BLUE FLORALS 
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M

ERMAID GUARANTEE

EASY TO CLEAN

NO GROUT = NO MOULD

M
ANUFACTURED IN THE UK

CAN BE CUT ON SITE

HUGE RANGE OF DECORS

FA
ST

 AND EASY INSTALLATIO
N

WATERPROOF

What makes 
a Mermaid 
bathroom panel 
unique?

Our Elite and Brilliance panels 
are guaranteed to remain 
watertight and waterproof for 
15 years from date of purchase, 
as long as they’ve been 
installed and maintained as 
per our recommendations. For 
full terms and conditions see 
www.mermaidpanels.co.uk

We don’t like grout, who does? 
It takes a long time to apply, 
it’s a nightmare to clean and 
after a while it just 
goes mouldy.

There’s no grout used with 
our products, so that means 
no more mould. Even the 
Elite adhesive used to fix the 
shower panel to the wall is 
antimicrobial.

Mermaid Brilliance panels give 
the look of glass, but come 
with the benefit that they can 
be cut on-site and require no 
specialist tools, making your 
installation quick and easy.

Our Elite range can also be 
cut simply and quickly on-site, 
making installation a breeze.

Mermaid panels are so much 
quicker to fit than tiles that it’ll 
save you money and the effort 
of getting someone in for long 
periods of time.

As no trims are required on our 
Elite range, this also means 
that these panels can be 
installed even quicker.

Mermaid panels are easy to 
keep clean with a simple wipe 
of a non-abrasive cloth and 
non-bleach bathroom cleaner.

Our Elite and Brilliance 
panels are designed and 
manufactured here in the UK 
in our new base in beautiful 
Perthshire. This also means 
that we are just at the end of a 
phone with any questions.

We now have one of the 
largest and most extensive 
range of bathroom surfaces 
on the market, which can be 
daunting hence why we have 
split our brochure between 
styles and collections - this 
should help you be able to 
make the ideal selection for 
your bathroom.

Our tongue and groove system 
creates a join that will remain 
watertight, meaning you can 
create a smooth, uniform finish 
throughout your bathroom.
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We think your bathroom is the most 
important room in the house. A great 
bathroom can be a sanctuary from 
the stress of everyday life and a place 
to relax and unwind.

Having been in the bathroom 
business for the last 30 years, we like 
to think we know what makes the 
difference between a good bathroom 
and a great one.

Please use the following pages as 
inspiration as to how we can help 
you turn your bathroom into the 
space of your dreams, from stand-out 
style using our Brilliance Patterns 
collection to the traditional beauty of 
our Elite Stones and Marbles.

Use Mermaid and all our expertise 
to get your bathroom design style 
right first-time.

Your chosen bathroom style can say a 
lot about you and should reflect exactly 
what design style you love. Are you 
classic and traditional or up for more 
of a modern look? Whatever your taste 
in interior decoration, there is a 
bathroom decor style perfect for you 
and your needs.

Mermaid now has a range of collections 
that can work with a variety of styles.

Bathroom 
design styles

ELITE GOLD STONE 
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec-
tetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod 
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolo-
re magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim 
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation 
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea 
commodo consequat. Duis aute irure 
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate 
velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat 
nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occae-
cat cupidatat non proident, sunt 
in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit 
anim id est laborum.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec-
tetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod 
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolo-
re magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim 
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation 
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea 
commodo consequat. Duis aute irure 
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate 
velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat 
nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occae-
cat cupidatat non proident, sunt 
in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit 
anim id est laborum.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec-
tetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod 
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolo-
re magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim 
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation 
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea 
commodo consequat. Duis aute irure 
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate 
velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat 
nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occae-
cat cupidatat non proident, sunt 
in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit 
anim id est laborum.

MAKE A 
STATEM ENT

Make your bathroom pop with a 
wall of pattern or bold colour.

This look can be particularly 
effective in a room such as this one, 
with subtle white tones throughout 
the rest of the space, making the 
shower walls the centre of attention.

Decor Shown: Brilliance Squares, 
see page 26
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Traditional

There is a reason that traditions 
last a long time, just like there is 
a reason why a classic space like 
this, with traditional Victorian 
features, is a style that still 
works wonderfully today.

Details like the wooden vanity 
stand and cast iron radiator 
blend beautifully with the 
marble walls and period look 
shower head.

Decor Shown: Elite Himalayan 
Marble, see page 41 
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Minimalist

For those looking for a clutter-free, sleek look bathroom that simply 
sparks joy, minimalist style is all about keeping your bathroom pared 
back to just the essentials.

We love the bathroom on the right with its minimal use of colour, but 
large amounts of light and the white shower panels in the room above 
are ideal for creating a sharp, fresh look.

Decor above: Elite Athena Marble, see page 40 
Decor on right: Brilliance Urban Grey, see page 30
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For bathrooms inspired by the Earth’s natural palette with rustic 
stones, marbles and woods, these spaces reflect the beauty of 
nature and the timelessness of the natural world.

The room above has been carefully put together to have the 
stone walls and floor merge beautifully with the vanity stand. 
The gold hardware completes the look to give an opulent finish.

Decor above: Elite Scafell Slate, see page 36 
Decor on right: Elite Beaumont Tile, see page 44

Natural
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LUXURIOUS

For the ultimate in bathroom luxury, 
contrasting wall decors can really 
make your space individual.

The opulent marble finish Marmo 
Migliore is used here as a shower 
panel, and then the unique Ravello 
decor is used on the remaining 
bathroom walls.

Decors Shown: Elite Marmo Migliore, 
see page 41 and Elite Ravello, see 
page 52
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An industrial style uses the raw materials and generous volume of 
space found in the former work spaces that have been converted into 
lofts and warehouses across the country. 

Raw materials and finishes such as the concrete wall panels shown in 
the bathroom below and the exposed light fittings in the room to the 
right all make this aesthetic a truly 21st-century look.

Decor on right: Elite Milano Marble, see page 40 
Decor below: Elite Concrete Tile, see page 44

INDUSTRIAL
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Our Collections

BRILLIANCE
COLOURS

p28

ELITE
STONE

p34

ELITE
TILE
p42

ELITE
ABSTRACT

p50

ELITE
MARBLE

p38

ELITE
WOOD

p46

ELITE
AMBIENCE

p54

BRILLIANCE
PATTERNS

p24

EMILIA
TILE
p58

EMILIA
PLANK

p58

SHOWER & BATHROOM PANELS

FLOORING



BRILLIANCE 
PANELS
Our Brilliance designs are created on 
acrylic sheets, meaning a beautiful 
glass look without the awkward 
installation or the price tag.

REFLECTIVE GLOSS FINISH

Our Brilliance panels are available 
in stunningly subtle matt or a 
beautiful gloss.

The gloss finish has a glass like 
effect, reflecting light and colour 
all around your bathroom.
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BRILLIANCE PATTERNS

Our Squares decor, like all in our patterned range 
of Brilliance panels, becomes the star of the show 
in this modern bathroom space. Its eye-catching 
geometric shape reflects the bold graphic look of 
mid-century Swiss design.

Brilliance panels are produced on acrylic sheets, 
meaning a beautiful glass look without the 
awkward installation or the price tag.

Available in the following sizes:

2440 x 1220 x 4mm 

Mermaid’s acrylic 
range of patterned 

shower panels truly 
make a statement 

CO
LO

UR COORDINATED TRIM
S

EASY TO CLEAN

FA
ST

 AND EASY INSTALLATIO
N

CAN BE CUT ON SITE

M
ER

M
AID

 BRILLIANCE COLLECTIO
N

NO GROUT = NO MOULDM
ERMAID GUARANTEE

BRILLIANCE SQUARES 
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SQUARES
Gloss

BLACK FLORALS
Gloss

MOSAICS
Gloss

BLUE FLORALS
Gloss

TILES
Gloss

CUBICS
Gloss

Mermaid recommended adhesive and sealant must be used to 
validate the 15 year guarantee.

Silver polished trims available.
BRILLIANCE PATTERNS

Add a pop of personality to your shower 
enclosure with our bold and modern 
Cubics decor.

Fallen in love?
We recommend ordering a sample before purchasing, as all 

images are representative. To order a sample please visit:
www.mermaidpanels.co.uk
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BRILLIANCE COLOURS

Fresh and bright, our solid Urban Grey shower 
and bathroom panel in gloss will complement 
any bathroom design with its reflective 
gloss finish.

Our Brilliance colours collection is available 
in both gloss and matt, and whilst the gloss, 
as shown here, has a stunning glass look, our 
Brilliance matt panels have a more subtle 
toned down feel ideal for a Skandi inspired 
space. Turn the page to see the wonderful 
range of colours available.

Available in the following sizes:

2440 x 1220 x 4mm 
2440 x 900 x 4mm
2440 x 600 x 4mm

Mermaid’s acrylic 
range of shower and 
wall panels available 
in both gloss and matt

CO
LO

UR COORDINATED TRIM
S

EASY TO CLEAN

FA
ST

 AND EASY INSTALLATIO
N

CAN BE CUT ON SITE

NO GROUT = NO MOULD M

ERMAID GUARANTEE
M

ER
M

AID
 BRILLIANCE COLLECTIO

N

BRILLIANCE URBAN GREY IN GLOSS
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VANILLA
Gloss or Matt

SAGE
Gloss or Matt

PLUM
Gloss or Matt

HEATHER
Gloss or Matt

SOFT YELLOW
Gloss or Matt

OYSTER
Gloss or Matt

LILAC
Gloss or Matt

AQUA
Gloss or Matt

MIST
Gloss or Matt

ORANGE
Gloss or Matt

CRIMSON
Gloss or Matt

BLUE LAGOON
Gloss or Matt

FOREST GREEN
Gloss or Matt

SUNFLOWER
Gloss or Matt

ATLANTIC
Gloss or Matt

LIME
Gloss or Matt

WHITE ICE
Gloss

AZALEA
Gloss or Matt

SILVER ICE
Gloss

BLACK ICE
Gloss

SOFT PINK
Gloss or Matt

URBAN GREY
Gloss or Matt

BLACK
Gloss or Matt

WHITE
Gloss or Matt

SOFT BLUE
Gloss or Matt

ROSE
Gloss or Matt

Mermaid recommended adhesive and sealant must be used to 
validate the 15 year guarantee.

Colour coordinated or silver polished trims available.
BRILLIANCE COLOURS Fallen in love?

We recommend ordering a sample before purchasing, as all 
images are representative. To order a sample please visit:

www.mermaidpanels.co.uk

CADET
Gloss or Matt

COFFEE
Gloss or Matt



ELITE 
PANELS
Our Elite range is our premium 
bathroom panel. As no trims are 
required with Elite, you can create a 
completely seamless finish. POSTFORMED CURVED EDGE

With our Elite range, panels with 
postformed edges are available, 
making external corners a 
beautiful looking feature.

100% WATERPROOF CORE

Designed on a 100% waterproof 
core, our Elite panels don’t need 
trims to remain watertight
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FA
ST

 AND EASY INSTALLATIO
NNO GROUT = NO MOULDM

ERMAID GUARANTEE

With a textured slate finish, Scafell Slate is a 
beautiful way to add a sense of calm to your 
bathroom.

Our Elite range is our premium bathroom 
panel. As no trims are required with Elite, 
you can create a completely seamless finish. 
Plus, as shown here to the left of the mirror, if 
you wrap the wall panel around an external 
corner using a postformed edge, an elegant 
curved corner is created.

Available in the following sizes:

2420 x 1200 x 10mm Postformed Panel
2420 x 1200 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel
2420 x 600 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel

ST
UNNING SEAMLESS FINISH

NO TRIMS

Harness the look 
of nature with 
Mermaid’s Elite range 
of stone look panels

ELITE STONE
M

ER

MAID ELITE COLLECTIO
N

ELITE SCAFELL SLATE 
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MONT-BLANC GRANIT
Stone Finish

SOFT BASALT
Stone Finish

LIGHT SHALE
Stone Finish

TURKISH STONE
Stone Finish

SOVANA
Matt

VIESTE
Matt

GOLD STONE
Gloss

MANDORLA
Stone Finish

SCAFELL SLATE
Stone Finish

VOLCANIC STONE
Stone Finish

INDIAN STONE
Gloss

SERPENTINE STONE
Stone Finish

Mermaid recommended adhesive and sealant must be used to 
validate the 15 year guarantee.

No trims required.
ELITE STONE
The beautiful 
details that 
make up 
Mermaid 
stone effects...
The realistic stone texture of 
Light Shale simply adds to it’s 
natural appeal. 

Fallen in love?
We recommend ordering a sample before purchasing, as all 

images are representative. To order a sample please visit:
www.mermaidpanels.co.uk
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ELITE MARBLE

Shown here is the remarkable Milano Marble. 
This is one of our best-loved designs, a statement 
panel to elevate your bathroom and achieve 
an authentic luxury feel. Every vein has been 
painstakingly reproduced to create an accurate 
and natural-looking marble that will elevate any 
bathroom space.

Our Elite range is our premium bathroom panel. 
As no trims are required with Elite, you can 
create a completely seamless finish.

Available in the following sizes:

2420 x 1200 x 10mm Postformed Panel
2420 x 1200 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel
2420 x 600 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel

ST
UNNING SEAMLESS FINISH

EASY TO CLEAN

FA
ST

 AND EASY INSTALLATIO
N

NO TRIMS

NO GROUT = NO MOULD M

ERMAID GUARANTEE

Mermaid’s range of 
natural-looking panels 
can offer a beautiful 
sense of serenity

M
ER

MAID ELITE COLLECTIO
N

ELITE MILANO MARBLE 
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Mermaid recommended adhesive and sealant must be used to 
validate the 15 year guarantee.

No trims required.
ELITE MARBLE

INDIAN STONE
Gloss

HIMALAYAN MARBLE
Matt

MILANO MARBLE
Gloss

GOLD STONE
Gloss

MARMO LINEA
Matt

FUMO
Stone Finish

MARMO MIGLIORE
Matt

Athena Marble has been designed to 
emulate a high-end marble, without 
the cost. It is a subtle look that will fit 
perfectly into any classic or modern 
bathroom, thanks to its timeless design.

With Mermaid it’s 
all in the details...
Marmo Linea has gorgeous natural 
looking veins throughout, all with 
elements of bronze and grey. 

MANDORLA
Stone Finish

ATHENA MARBLE
Matt

Fallen in love?
We recommend ordering a sample before purchasing, as all 

images are representative. To order a sample please visit:
www.mermaidpanels.co.uk
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EASY TO CLEAN

FA
ST

 AND EASY INSTALLATIO
NNO GROUT = NO MOULDM

ERMAID GUARANTEE

Concrete Tile is a lovely tile effect pattern. A 
soft grey tile appearance, complete with faux 
grout lines to complete the look, without any of 
the fuss. It works well in this bathroom with the 
contrasting warmth of the wood.

Our Tile collection panels are specifically 
designed to align like tiles, meaning that 
when the panels are fixed together, the design 
continues seamlessly.

Our Elite range is our premium bathroom panel. 
As no trims are required with Elite, you can 
create a completely seamless finish.

Available in the following sizes:

2420 x 1200 x 10mm Postformed Panel
2420 x 1200 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel
2420 x 600 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel

Mermaid’s range of 
tile inspired panels 
can offer the look of 
tiles but with none 
of the hassle

ELITE TILE

ST
UNNING SEAMLESS FINISH

NO TRIMS

M
ER

MAID ELITE COLLECTIO
N

ELITE CONCRETE TILE 
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Mermaid recommended adhesive and sealant must be used to 
validate the 15 year guarantee.

No trims required.
ELITE TILES

CONCRETE TILE
Matt

TITANIA TILE
Matt

BEAUMONT TILE
Matt

SHIRE TILE
Matt

HICKORY PLANK
Matt

DUNE TILE
Matt

ABRUZZO
Matt

With Mermaid it’s 
all in the details...
Titania Tile has the look of a beautiful 
herringbone tile, including precisely 
created grout lines.

Fallen in love?
We recommend ordering a sample before purchasing, as all 

images are representative. To order a sample please visit:
www.mermaidpanels.co.uk
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ELITE WOOD

Shown here is our extraordinary Bomarzo wood 
effect panel. This is one of our latest styles and 
can help create a stunning feature wall.

The look and feel of natural wood has been 
replicated to produce a precise and warm 
looking wood that will enliven any bathroom.

Our Elite range is our premium bathroom panel. 
As no trims are required with Elite, you can 
create a completely seamless finish.

Available in the following sizes:

2420 x 1200 x 10mm Postformed Panel
2420 x 1200 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel
2420 x 600 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel

Our wood look 
panels can turn your 
bathroom into an 
earthy escape

ST
UNNING SEAMLESS FINISH

NO TRIMS

M
ER

MAID ELITE COLLECTIO
N

ELITE BOMARZO

FA
ST

 AND EASY INSTALLATIO
NNO GROUT = NO MOULDM

ERMAID GUARANTEE
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Mermaid recommended adhesive and sealant must be used to 
validate the 15 year guarantee.

No trims required.
ELITE WOOD

BRITTANY OAK
Woodgrain

PINE ISLAND
Gloss

HICKORY PLANK
Matt

SWEDISH CEDAR
Woodgrain

BOMARZO
Matt

PERUVIAN WALNUT
Woodgrain

With Mermaid it’s 
all in the details...
Brittany Oak has a realistic woodgrain 
finish on the panels, giving you the 
experience of real wood.

Fallen in love?
We recommend ordering a sample before purchasing, as all 

images are representative. To order a sample please visit:
www.mermaidpanels.co.uk
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EASY TO CLEAN

FA
ST

 AND EASY INSTALLATIO
NNO GROUT = NO MOULDM

ERMAID GUARANTEE

Shown here is our striking Abruzzo panel. We like 
to think of this as a modern interpretation of a 
traditional Morrocan tile design and is for those 
who really want to make a statement within their 
bathroom.

It’s important to remember that Mermaid 
bathroom panels do not have to be used as 
shower panels but can be used all around the 
bathroom.

Our Elite range is our premium bathroom panel. 
As no trims are required with Elite, you can 
create a completely seamless finish.

Available in the following sizes:

2420 x 1200 x 10mm Postformed Panel
2420 x 1200 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel
2420 x 600 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel

ST
UNNING SEAMLESS FINISH

NO TRIMS

A unique range of 
decors that will 
help create an 
individual bathroom 

ELITE ABSTRACT

M
ER

MAID ELITE COLLECTIO
N

ELITE ABRUZZO
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CALIZA
Matt

PADOVA
Matt

RAVELLO
Matt

QUARTZO BIANCO
Gloss

ABRUZZO
Matt

MISTED GREY
Matt

TREVISO
Matt

Ravello is a stone like finish, with touches of black 
running throughout creating a striking pattern, 
perfect for a modern look bathroom. In this space 
we’ve matched with Marmo Migliore, found on 
page 41,  which works as a beautiful contrast. 

With Mermaid it’s 
all in the details...
Padova has a lovely rustic charm with it’s 
faded tile design.

Mermaid recommended adhesive and sealant must be used to 
validate the 15 year guarantee.

No trims required.
ELITE ABSTRACT Fallen in love?

We recommend ordering a sample before purchasing, as all 
images are representative. To order a sample please visit:

www.mermaidpanels.co.uk
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EASY TO CLEAN

FA
ST

 AND EASY INSTALLATIO
NNO GROUT = NO MOULDM

ERMAID GUARANTEE

Our Artico decor is the perfect panel for 
those wishing to create a simplistic, modern 
bathroom. Pure white, with all the modern 
benefits of our Elite panels, Artico is the classic 
Mermaid bathroom panel.

Elite panels can also, as shown here, be used 
to create either a matching or contrasting 
bath panel.

Our Elite range is our premium bathroom 
panel. As no trims are required with Elite, you 
can create a completely seamless finish.

Available in the following sizes:

2420 x 1200 x 10mm Postformed Panel
2420 x 1200 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel
2420 x 600 x 10mm Tongue & Groove Panel

Simple and effective, 
our Elite Ambience 
collection can add 
a sense of calm to 
any space 

ELITE AMBIENCE

ST
UNNING SEAMLESS FINISH

NO TRIMS

M
ER

MAID ELITE COLLECTIO
N

ELITE ARTICO
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SOFT TOPAZE
Matt

PISTACHIO
Matt

ARTICO
Gloss

ECRU
Matt

Mermaid recommended adhesive and sealant must be used to 
validate the 15 year guarantee.

No trims required.
ELITE AMBIENCE

With Mermaid it’s 
all in the details...
Create a feature with your bath panel by 
using a contrasting colour or decor.

Stunning 
Postformed 
edges...
Panels with post-formed edges are 
available, making external corners a 
beautiful looking feature.  

Fallen in love?
We recommend ordering a sample before purchasing, as all 

images are representative. To order a sample please visit:
www.mermaidpanels.co.uk
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Our Emilia flooring system is both hard, stable 
and most importantly 100% waterproof. We’ve 
designed it to be perfect for both bathrooms 
and kitchens creating a warm comfortable 
surface perfect for bare feet.

Shown here in Rimini, the natural wood 
effect adds a beautiful sense of nature to this 
stunning bathroom.

Our waterproof 
flooring system 
requires no grout, 
can be cut on site 
and requires no 
specialist fitter

EMILIA FLOORING

EMILIA RIMINI & BRILLIANCE PLUM
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IMOLA | SLATE ADRIA | SLATECARPI | SHIMMER

SAN LEO | SLATE

CESENA  | SLATECASTEL | SHIMMERCENTRO | SLATE

BOLOGNA | TEXTURED

FERRARA | TEXTURED

MODENA  | TEXTURED

RIMINI  | TEXTURED

PARMA  | TEXTURED

PIACENZA  | TEXTURED

RAVENNA  | TEXTURED

EMILIA FLOORING

PLANK

TILE

Fallen in love?
We recommend ordering a sample before purchasing, as all 

images are representative. To order a sample please visit:
www.mermaidpanels.co.uk
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RANGE CHART
Sealant
Complete Colour

Coordinating Trims
Colour

ELITE
DECOR

BRILLIANCE
DECOR

Abruzzo

Artico

Athena Marble

Beaumont Tile

Bomarzo

Brittany Oak

Caliza

Concrete Tile

Dune Tile

Ecru

Fumo

Gold Stone

Hickory Plank

Himalayan Marble

Indian Stone

Light Shale

Mandorla

Marmo Linea

Marmo Migliore

Milano Marble

Misted Grey

Mont-Blanc Granit

Padova

Peruvian Walnut

Pine Island

Pistachio

Quartzo Bianco

Ravello

Scafell Slate

Serpentine Stone

Shire Tile

Soft Basalt

Soft Topaze

Sovana

Swedish Cedar

Titania Tile

Treviso

Turkish Stone

Vieste

Volcanic Stone

Aqua
Atlantic
Azalea
Black
Black Florals
Black Ice
Blue Florals
Blue Lagoon
Cadet
Coffee
Crimson
Cubics
Forest Green
Heather
Lilac
Lime
Mist
Mosaics
Orange
Oyster
Plum
Rose
Sage
Silver Ice
Soft Blue
Soft Pink
Soft Yellow
Squares
Sunflower
Tiles
Urban Grey
Vanilla
White
White Ice

Adria
Capri
Castel
Centro
Cesena
Imola
San Leo
Bologna
Ferrara
Modena
Parma
Piacenza
Ravenna
Rimini

Aqua
Atlantic
Azalea
Black
Polished Silver
Black Ice
Polished Silver
Blue Lagoon
Cadet
Coffee
Crimson
Polished Silver
Forest Green
Heather
Lilac
Lime
Mist
Polished Silver
Orange
Oyster
Plum
Rose
Sage
Silver Ice
Soft Blue
Soft Pink
Soft Yellow
Polished Silver
Sunflower
Polished Silver
Urban Grey
Vanilla
White
White

Slate Grey

Ice White

Ice White

Silver Grey

Pewter Grey

Vanilla

Silver Grey

Basalt Grey

Pewter Grey

Ivory

Ash Grey

Silver Grey

Fudge

Ash Grey

Mushroom

Silver Grey

Fudge

Silver Grey

Ice White

Silver Grey

Ash Grey

Ash Grey

Pewter Grey

Chocolate

Fudge

Ice White

Ice White

Basalt Grey

Pewter Grey

Silver Grey

Silver Grey

Pewter Grey

Ice White

Fudge

Ash Grey

Silver Grey

Fudge

Oatmeal

Pewter Grey

Mushroom

2420x1200x10mm
Postformed Panel 

2440x1220x4mm
Square Edged Panel

605 x 305 x 5mm
Tile

EMILIA
DECOR

1218 x 146 x 5mm
Plank

2420x1200x10mm
Tongue & Groove Panel 

2440x900x4mm
Square Edged Panel

2420x600x10mm
Tongue & Groove Panel 

2440x600x4mm
Square Edged Panel

WORKING WITH DESIGNS & 
JOINTS 
With the exception of our Tile collection, our decors are 
not designed to align across joints. The impact will vary 
based on the decor, on some it may be more evident 
than others.

However, our Tile range has been specifically designed 
to continue the design across the joints, resulting in a 
beautiful seamless finish. 
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INTERNAL CORNER PROFILE
Available in both colour coordinated and chrome finish.
Design unique to Mermaid Panels.

FLOOR AND WALL PANEL INTEGRATION 
Emilia panels are designed to fully integrate with Mermaid wall panels. 
This ensures a fully waterproof seal.

Design unique to Mermaid Panels.

ELITE BATH PANEL 
With a totally waterproof core bath panels are easy to fabricate on site.

Front and end panel combinations can be cut from one 1200mm postformed panel utilising the postformed edge to overlap the side panel for a 
neat postformed detail at the corner, remembering that linear decors will see a change of direction at the intersection.

2420 x 600mm T&G 
Elite T&G panels in 600mm widths offer the flexibility for less waste and less cost.

2420 x 1200mm T&G 
Elite T&G panels in 1200mm widths result in less joints.

2420 x 1200mm POST FORMED
Features one finished radius edge and one tongue to link to T&G

EXTERNAL CORNER PROFILE
Available in both colour coordinated and chrome finish.
Design unique to Mermaid Panels.

H-JOINT 
Available in both colour coordinated and chrome finish. 
To be used at customer’s discretion.

END CAP 
Available in both colour coordinated and chrome finish.
Design unique to Mermaid Panels.

TECHNICAL

600mm

1200mm

1200mm

BRILLIANCE TRIMS

ELITE PANELS
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HISTORY
For the last 30 years we’ve been designing our bathroom 
panels with our customers in mind. Offering limitless solutions 
for bathroom design but with none of the stress of tiles. Our 
panels mean no unsightly grouting, no mould and a much 
quicker installation. Plus our 15 year guarantee across all of 
our product ranges means you always have peace of mind in 
a long lasting solution.

ORDER SAMPLES
Visit our website to view both our latest colours and decors, 
plus you can order four different decors for free. We always say 
that the best way to see our panels is to touch and feel them...

www.mermaidpanels.co.uk

FIND A DEALER
Use our website to find your nearest Mermaid dealer. You can 
both order from our dealers and see our products up close and 
personal in their showrooms.

www.mermaidpanels.co.uk/dealers

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
See our Installation guides and videos online.

www.mermaidpanels.co.uk/installation

15 YEAR GUARANTEE
Our panels are guaranteed to remain watertight and 
waterproof for 15 years from date of purchase, as long as 
they’ve been installed as per our instructions and maintained 
as per our recommendations.

For full terms and conditions see:

www.mermaidpanels.co.uk/guarantee

Part of Shore Laminates

Shore Laminates, Friarton Bridge Park, 
Friarton Road, Perth, PH2 8DD

sales@mermaidpanels.com
www.mermaidpanels.co.uk 

ME02

MERMAID WHAT NEXT?
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